This study was made for determining of university secretary's education needs. The all secretary who attended the survey is woman. Lots of them were graduate from university or some programme which is equal universities. This survey compass secretary who %57.4 of this secretary graduate from university and %18.5 is graduate from higher license, %24.1 is graduate from high school. In this survey, the scan of literature, face to face meeting, and techniques of survey were used. After this study the needs of secretary are; developing English language, networking, office automation, information of management of Office, correspondence and reporting, information of honoring and ceremony, excuses the development of working are determined.
Introduction
Universities, which are association of higher education, fulfill the expected function with universities, faculties, and conservatries... e.t.c. The tasks are expected from higher education as; produce science and technology, educated people for all part of community, clue of community, changing and developing of community. Consequently, higher education becomes prestije for countries. Every country makes their universities effected and efficient for not losing their prestige.
If universities make their study way of changing and developing of age, they can make a coeval community. The cultural changes which are lived in information age change the higher education's function. To countervail global education demand, the universities face to face to use technology to do their functions. The information age bring up change of paradigm in universities. (Marchand, 1998) .
With in common, the changes in information community and social life affected the associations. One of the associations is higher educations' associations. During developing of time, the way and changes of function of universities have been under go changes and the functions which are expected from universities are increased (Dinibütün 2004) .
With the changes of world, needs of education labor force are increased. In our age, the changes of data has made data increase, whereupon, it, which is all area of life in technology, effect. In community all occupational area, data Procedia Social and Behavioral Sciences 1 (2009) [415] [416] [417] [418] of technology is need. Nowadays, the working people sources have to have data fixture which is needed. Especially, the rapidly development of technology and data, how it is possible to look for it in working people source.
In our age which data and technology are developing rapidly, to develop in working area people's efficiency working area education has a important role, that people who work in the producer and service-yielding assets.(Erden1991). Nowadays there is something is important as producing and marketing. Almost every business' priority principle is efficiency in management. To have efficiency whatever the business area is, the business has to have the identify of an n association system. This system provided that working places which are management as Professional. Office administration and secretary displayed to store need of rapidly chance of working area. Legality and matter which are increase day by day become an indispensable part of life. Management administration and concept of administration changes make secretary and administration secretary become more important. Except the classic secretary concept, these carriers develop into a Professional area loom large. The Office of administrator is the higher point of administration pyramids and it is central of communication. In this important central, the secretaries play an important role. (http://meslekler.blogspot.com/2007/11/meslek-tanıtım-büro-yönetimi-vesekreterlik.html) An inquiry was made by Unalan and his friends (2006), the hospital of Erciyes University's secretary who are 140 people were wanted to file out a survey to understand that if they are glad to work there and their needs. In scope of survey, %72.9 work in policlinic, %92.01 work in clinic, %73.8 work in recording Office and %88.2 work in sick person attended denote that they are glad their work. There cannot be found out a difference between secretaries who works different parts.
While thinking of universities' aids on science and population, every worker who works in universities should have enough information which is our age's needs. A secretary who help the Office workers work in adjustment, set up communicate, and organize the administers time is an indispensable component. The Office systematic Works not only important for administrator but also other worker in Office. Working in universities secretary's aids is so important. If we think that universities are guru for publication changes, the every workers are hoped to have the best information which our ages requirement. In this context, the universities secretary's needs and by the light on these needs educate them should be seen necessity.
Purpose
This study aim is to find out the needs of universities secretary's education needs.
Method
In this section, the model of study, working group, colleting data agent and original data analyses is the techniques are asserted.
Participants
In this study, not working on universe, working on a selected group was preferred. The study's group is formed by Near East University's all secretaries. In this context, 62 secretaries are reached and data collection agent was used.
Collection of Data
In study to collection of data, meeting face to face and survey techniques are used. To determine education needs of Near East University's secretaries, 2 personal information and 16 item questions are asked to the 62 secretary. But 54 secretaries answer back. To be ensuring of collection data, 2 experts who are expert on Office Management helped.
Analyzed of Data
With analyses the surveys questions trying to find educations needs. The data which are gained in survey, the dates entered the computers and change them as percentile. Result of data, SSPS16 software in frequency and from descriptive static programmed mean was taken to determine the survey. More than 2.5 matter in mean analyzed as need matters are determined. This matter singed as blue in table 1. When matter analysed, the most closed to 5, matters are organized.
Results and Suggestions
As a result of studies matters are shown as the highly to least in Table 1 . The first need of the needs of university secretaries is English language course with the 3.51 mean. The second need is with 3.27 mean is creating a web pages. The third need is with 2.94 mean is creating data base. The fourth needs is with 2.94 mean is Office and automation. The fifth need is with 2.79 mean is needs of excuses on developing about Professional. As all carriers, the secretary has always new things. Demand on excuses on developing about professional is a good thing for carrier. This result shows us that the secretary has demand and need on it. The sixth need is needs of honoring and protocol with the mean of 2.68.
The seventh needs is with 2.57 mean is correspondence and reporting is shown. The eighth need is with 2.55 mean of office administration knowledge.
The secretary does not need to take computers courses. The secretary does not have to take diction course. Needs of filling on computers is not seen. Needs of communication with people in peace is not determined on secretary.
Needs of gain communication skill is not determined on secretary. Needs of speed taking notes is not determined on secretary.
Knowing working in a plan and regular is not a need for secretary. Secretary does not have to attend speed reading course is determined.
At the end of this study, the secretaries' needs are; education, developing English language, Office automation, and knowledge of administration of Office, correspondence and reporting, honoring and protocol's rules and Excuses on developing about Professional are determined. In this context, these things can be done: To develop secretaries' English language, English language course can be offered. For web pages and creating data base, in service training course is offered. For developing Office administration knowledge and Office automation, in service training is offered. For developing secretaries' honored and protocol, in service training is offered. To make secretary to Excuses on developing about Professional, regularly every year in service training can be done to make people known about changes.
